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Background

National banks and regulators, exchanges and investment banks across the world are taking seriously the financial innovation of 

distributed ledger or block chain technology. The block chain, aka Trust Machine underpins "crypto currencies" such as Bitcoin; 

but it goes beyond digital money. It provides a shared, trusted, public ledger that everyone can inspect, but no single user controls.

It is at the cusp of revolutionising international money transfers, trade finance, syndicated lending and collateral management, among 

other applications. As it allows for almost instantaneous payments and settlement, the potential impact on the role of traders, quants 

and other financial technologists cannot be underestimated. 

This conference brings together Block Chain technologists in the finance sector, regulators, industry commentators, computer 

science researchers and others involved in financial innovation; these experts explore some of the technology and the many 

applications of Block chain in Financial Services 

We are looking for speakers willing to share their experiences and stories about their work in the field of Blockchain. If you wish to 
submit a proposal to present at this event please fill in the .speaker’s response form

There’s no “right” answer here, but some topics that we’re always looking for include:

ü Introduction to Blockchain technology;

Blockchain technologies: sensors and mobile technology;

Blockchain network scaling, performance, and distribution;

Hyperledger as Enterprise blockchain platform technology;

Smart contract program-language notation and verification;

The use of blockchain technologies for compliance and compliance monitoring;

Etherium blockchain and how smart contracts can disrupt transactions in the future;

Industry consortiums’ impact on financial services;

Blockchain smart contracts’ impact on legal services;

Blockchain’s Potential Role in Payment Modernisation;

Blockchain Risk Management;

Utilising the Blockchain for Clearing and Settlement;

Blockchain: The Challenge of Intellectual Property;

Changing Mindset & Culture for Blockchain Adoption;

Data Ownership & Anonymity on The Blockchain ;

Different Models of engagement
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Topic Abstract

Introduction

Evolution of Bitcoin

Currency System (Fiat vs Non Fiat, Gold Standard)

Disintermediation

Problem of Double Spend

Bitcoin Mining

Environmental Impacts

Blockchain

Distributed Ledger

Building Trust with Consensus

Merkle Tree

Blockchain Architecture

First Mover vs Fast Followers

Altcoins , Tokens & ICO’s

Smart Contracts

Blockchain Usecases/ New Business Models

Merging Real & Virtual Worl

Supply Chain, Travel ,Transportation

Speaker Profile

12 years of overall experience in supply chain & information technology.4 plus years in customer facing roles with 

clients based in Europe & Americas regions.Certified Project Management Professional (PMP) 

Six Sigma Green Belt Certified Professional (SSGB) Sun Certified Java Professional (SCJP)

Highlights

Lead cross functional teams through various Phases of SDLC.

Currently responsible for leading key consulting engagements with leading Oil & Gas companies.

Responsible for defining the roadmap of the product.

Expert in creating and presenting R & D business cases for senior management approvals.

Have lead bid management engagements across geographies.
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Topic Abstract
This talk is designed to provide an in-depth understanding of Blockchain Technology, its fundamentals, evolution, current 
context and emerging possibilities. This season will cover the details of the prominent Blockchain Platforms such as 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger, ZCash, Hashgraph, IOTA, Stellar, Ripple, Cosmos etc. This session will cover essential 
concepts such as Cryptography, Distributed Consensus, Byzantine General Problem, Cryptographic Hash Functions, 
Merkle Tree, Directed Acyclic Graph, Replicated State Machines, UTXO Model etc. This session will detail various 
consensus algorithms such as proof of work, proof of stake, proof of authority, delayed proof of stake, practical byzantine 
fault tolerant, asynchronous fault tolerance etc.

Speaker Profile
Digital Enterprise Architect with deep insights in Blockchain Protocols, Conversational AI, Computer Vision, Natural
Language Processing, Social Networks, Big Data Analytics and extensive exposure to distributed ledger technologies
such as Ethereum, Hyperledger, IOTA, Hashgraph, Interledger, Tendermint, Multichain etc. A Software Engineering 
Career with more than 15 years of Programming Experience in C, C++, Java, J2EE, VC++, Perl, XML, Python, R, Julia, 
JavaScript, Solidity, Go Languages and Numerous Libraries and Frameworks. He has co-founded an Innovation Lab where 
he has incubated a Blockchain Engineering team of five resources and 25 + prototypes. He is currently one of the 
global community ambassadors on Hedera Hashgraph Technology and working with global business community to setup 
a Blockchain Business Incubator in Kerala.

Blockchain Technology - Platforms, Protocols and Algorithms

Data Visualisation and the Human Memory
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Whenever a new technology / approach is introduced, there comes the challenge to see how it can be tested as well. When 

SOA was implemented, the hurdle testing community faced was to define a test strategy to test the service layer. Thanks to 

SOAP UI and service layer test capabilities, now a days SOA testing is no more a testing buzz. Likewise, now the test

 community faces a challenge of getting equipped on to test block chain applications and to device an approach for the same.

This paper focus on the things to be taken care, how to setup the Block chain test capability so that when implementation is 

done in it, QA can augment and support its testing. It’s some of the best practices, test approaches, tools and initiatives to be 

taken in this respect, that will be discussed here.

If we get a bit deeper into how blockchain is implemented, we understand its intricacies and challenges. This helps in setting 

up its testing context as well. In a black box point, the conventional testing mantra holds good up to 80% for Block chain 

related tests as well. But some areas where more focus may be needed is on load, performance, security etc. Also one area 

will be the volume or capacity the block can hold. It being logical sequences, the logical thinking ability will be vital for the 

success as a tester. Also since it is linking between blocks, the integration test is of utmost importance. NFR test at critical 

blocks is very vital as exposure at any such block will impact the consecutive and hence the whole system.

Like in any new technology era, it’s good to have two or three QA members earmarked to learn the techy buss 

(google and do certain R&D, again size depends on size of project). Also they need to get familiar with the set of tools like 

Etherium, Corda, Truffle etc. Which tool / set of tools to be used need to be decided after conducting amble comparative and 

POC studies and evaluations. ROI, feature evaluation and ease of use, support availability etc. are some criteria to be 

checked while cornering on certain tools for our need.

Any improvement being implemented is with one or more of the three points of consideration like cost, quality and customer 

satisfaction. By enabling the team to perform these tests, we can improve quality and save costs. Also that will make customer 

also happy as they get all services from the same vendor. Above this, there is an employee motivation factor as well, since 

they can learn new technology and tools. This paper is shared with an intention of helping testing team / test managers enable 

in setting up block chain test capability.

Speaker Profile

Reji Thomas Mathew is a Mechanical Engineer from College of Engineering, Trivandrum, with over 22 years’ industry 

experience. He was part of testing initiatives in companies like IBM, Accenture and IBS. Currently he is leading the

 QA initiatives in Benefit Align (Product division of Speridian). He has many certifications and has presented papers in 

multiple international conferences. His areas of interest are Agile, test estimations, process implementations. Hobbies 

include guide and mentor folks to testing.

Topic Abstract

The talk will give the brief historical concept of smart contract. Discuss the smart contract concept in Ethereum and Hyperledger 

platform, there are many security vulnerability in different smart contract. How to test the smart contract.

Speaker Profile

Software developer in UST-GLOBAL (specialized in Blockchain Technology), taken different workshop in different engineering

colleges in Kerala under IEEE and provide mentoring for students and professionals.
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Data Visualisation and the Human Memory

Blockchain Technology - smart contract history, important aspects of smart contract , 
different smart contract for different use cases , and security aspects of smart contract
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Topic Abstract

Starting from the history, how smart contracts originated, evolved and its progress in changing the way transactions works. 

The session will explain in detail about how a smartcontract works, the consensus mechanism, hands-on presentation on how 

to write your first smart contract, best practices, and tips to get hands-on with smartcontracts. The session will also discuss 

the different trends happening in different types of Blockchain networks, and the potential of the technology to leverage the 

transactions in future.

Speaker Profile

Rahul A. R is the head of Blockchain research and development in Accubits Technologies, which is one of the best 

Blockchain development company in the world India. He has 5 years of experience in Blockchain technology and is a core 

contributor to several Blockchain initiatives. His expertise in custom dApps development, smartcontracts development have 

helped several of fortune 500 companies to leverage their operations with Blockchain technology. His expertise in 

Blockchain not only spreads across application layer but also have its roots deep in the protocol layer. He is the lead 

architect for several new Blockchain protocols including Genaro network.

Topic Abstract

Intro to flavours of blockchains and main focus on private blockchains by hyperledger, quorum etc and in detail about replicas 

in sync through a protocol referred to as consensus.

Third Party(unTrust) To noThirdParty ( Trust) by Blockchain

Speaker Profile

Experienced Software Engineer with a demonstrated history of working in the information technology and services industry. 

Skilled in Block chain | Micro services | java | java script | golang| Hyperledger(Fabric, swatooth, burrow)|quorum |Solidity 

| SocketJS| NodeJS | No SQL Databases . Strong engineering professional with a Bachelor’s Degree focused in Electronics and 

Communications Engineering from Saveetha University Chennai.
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Etherium blockchain and how smart contracts can disrupt transactions in the future

Enterprise Blockchain technology
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Robin Jose, Senior Business Consultant & Blockchain Enthusiast, IBS Software Services

Introduction to Blockchain Technologies

Gokul B Alex, Co-Founder, EPIC Knowledge Society

Dane Elliott, Blockchain Leader, Achain

Reji Thomas Mathew, QA Manager, Benefit Align

Abhilash Sreedharan, Blockchain Specialist, UST GLOBAL

Binu Jose, Head - Enterprise Business, Vodafone

Rahul A R, Head of Blockchain, Accubits Inc

Narendranath Reddy Thota, Blockchain Developer & Consultant, UST Global

Blockchain Technology - Platforms, Protocols and Algorithms

Blockchain and traditional businesses. Blockchain is here to stay!

As a QA how to get adapted to Blockchain era?

Blockchain Technology - smart contract history, important aspects of smart contract , different smart 

contract for different use cases , and security aspects of smart contract

When IoT met blockchain

Etherium blockchain and how smart contracts can disrupt transactions in the future

Enterprise Blockchain technology

Speakers’ Profiles
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